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ABSTRACT: Currently, information technology is developing rapidly, and has resulted in vigorous development of the
IPv6. The new concept of the future network is applied to smart objects which have sensing, networking and computing
abilities, and the ability to transfer data between the objects; the novel network environment is called the internet of things
(IoT). In addition to the past components of the network environment, there are also smart objects in the IoT. Hence there
are hundreds of millions of bits in the data of the IoT. Studies on the middleware layer in the IoT have not discussed data
insecurity issues. Thus the digital signature is used to establish a lightweight security mechanism between the application
and the perception layer. Through the framework of the middleware layer, the identity of the application and the perception
layer will have a verification and non-repudiation, and the security of the IoT can be obtained.
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INTRODUCTION
The internet of things (IoT) refers to uniquely identifiable things (objects) and their virtual representations
in an internet-like structure. The term internet of
things was first used by Baumgarten in 1999 1 . The
concept of the IoT first became popular through the
related applications. Radio-frequency identification
(RFID) is often seen as a prerequisite for the IoT. If
all objects and people in daily life were equipped with
radio tags, they could be identified and inventoried
by computers (European Commission). However,
unique identification of things may be achieved as
well through other means, such as barcodes or 2Dcodes. IoT can apply the RFID to the internet architecture, and the communication can be achieved from
Peer-to-Peer (P2P) extended to Machine-to-Machine
(M2M). The report of the International Telecommunications Union (ITU) in 2005 stated that the IoT
will connect the world’s objects in both sensory and
intelligent manner 2 . In the future world, any objects
can be connected by the IoT, and be directly subject
to communication at anytime and anywhere. The
ITU has described the IoT from four dimensions:
item identification (tagging things), sensors and wireless sensor networks (sensing things), embedded syswww.scienceasia.org

tems (thinking things) and nanotechnology (shrinking
things). There are many aspects in the IoT, including
ICT (information, communication and technology)
and related applications. However, the challenges of
IoT are the same as those in a network environment
containing: cloud computing, distributed computing,
wireless networks, wireless sensor networks and radio
frequency technology 1, 3 . IoT is a service-oriented
architecture; there are more smart objects than the
existing internet, hence the IoT will form a more
complex entity subject to a deluge of data 4–6 . The
data of sensing tags in the IoT constitute micro data;
an actuator can quickly read and identify the data
derived from the tags. However, if the data experience
malicious interception or tampering, it will require
a considerable degree of security in the IoT 7 . In
addition, the privacy, identity management, security
and access control between the sensors and applications in the IoT must be considered 4 . Through the
framework of middleware (MW) layer, the identity of
the application and the lightweight security between
the middleware layer and the perception layer, the
perception layer will require verification and nonrepudiation, so that the availability and reliability of
the IoT can be obtained and maintained.
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Internet of things
Over the past 50 years, the internet has exponentially
grown from a small research network, comprising
only a few nodes, to a worldwide pervasive network
that services more than a billion users. The miniaturization and cost reduction of electronic devices
further expand the internet into a new dimension:
to smart objects, i.e., everyday physical things that
are enhanced by a small electronic device to provide
local intelligence and connectivity to the cyberspace
established by the internet. The small electronic
device, a computational component that is attached
to a physical thing, bridges the gap between the
physical world and the information world. A smart
object is thus a cyber-physical system or an embedded
system, consisting of a thing (the physical entity) and
a component (the computer) that processes the sensor
data and supports a wireless communication linked
to the internet 8 . The novelty of the IoT is not in
the functional capability of a smart object, as many
embedded systems are connected to the internet, but in
the expected size of billions or even trillions of smart
objects that bring about novel technical and social
issues that are related to size. Some examples of these
issues are authentic identification of a smart object,
autonomic management and self-organization of networks of smart objects, diagnostics and maintenance,
context awareness and goal-oriented behaviour, and
intrusion of privacy 8 . The IoT is a novel paradigm that
is rapidly gaining ground in the scenario of modern
wireless telecommunications. The basic concept is the
pervasive presence around us of a variety of things
or objects, such as RFID, tags, sensors, actuators,
mobile phones, etc., which, through unique addressing
schemes, are able to interact with each other and
cooperate with their neighbours to reach common
goals 9 . Unquestionably, the main strength of the
IoT idea is the huge impact it will have on several
aspects of everyday-life and behaviour of potential
users. From the point of view of a private user, the
most obvious effects of the IoT introduction will be
visible in both the work and domestic fields. Several
industrial, standardization and research bodies are
currently involved in the development of solutions
to fulfil the highlighted technological requirements 10 .
This survey provides a picture of the current state of
the art concerning the IoT. More specifically, the IoT
has three functions 11 .
(i) The IoT can provide the readers with a description
of the different visions of the internet of things
paradigm generated by different scientific communities.

(ii) The IoT can review the enabling technologies and
illustrate the major benefits of the diffusion of this
paradigm in everyday life.
(iii) The IoT can offer analysis of the major research
issues the scientific community still has to face
with.
Digital signature
A digital signature is a mathematical scheme for
demonstrating the authenticity of a digital message
or document 12 . A valid digital signature gives a
recipient reason to believe that the message was created by a known sender such that they cannot deny
sending it (authentication and non-repudiation) and
that the message was not altered in transit (integrity).
Digital signatures are commonly used for software
distribution, financial transactions, and in other cases
where it is important to detect forgery or tampering 13 .
Digital signatures are often used to implement electronic signatures, a broader term that refers to any
electronic data that carry the intent of a signature,
albeit not all electronic signatures use digital signatures 14 . An encryption method is used in digital
signatures, publicly revealing that an encryption key
does not reveal the corresponding decryption key 1 .
This has two important consequences: (1) Couriers
or other secure means are not needed to transmit
keys, since a message can be enciphered using an
encryption key publicly revealed by the intended recipient. Only they can decipher the message, since
only they know the corresponding decryption key.
(2) A message can be signed using a privately held
decryption key. Anyone can verify this signature
using the corresponding publicly revealed encryption
key. Signatures cannot be forged, and a signer cannot
later deny the validity of their signature. This has
obvious applications in electronic mail and electronic
fund transfer systems 12 . Digital signatures employ a
type of asymmetric cryptography. For messages sent
through a non-secure channel, a properly implemented
digital signature assures the receiver that the message
was sent by the claimed sender 15 . Digital signatures
are equivalent to traditional handwritten signatures
in many respects, but properly implemented digital signatures are more difficult to forge than the
handwritten type. Digital signature schemes in the
sense used here are cryptographically-based, and must
be implemented properly to be effective 15 . Digital
signatures can also provide non-repudiation, meaning
that the signer cannot successfully claim that they did
not sign a message, while also claiming that their
private key remains secret; furthermore, some nonrepudiation schemes offer a time stamp for the digital
www.scienceasia.org
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signature, so that even if the private key is exposed,
the signature remains valid. Digitally signed messages
may be anything that can be represented as a bitstring;
examples include electronic mail, contracts, or a message sent via some other cryptographic protocol. A
digital signature scheme typically consists of three
algorithms 15 :
(i) A key generation algorithm selects a private key
uniformly at random from a set of possible private
keys. The algorithm outputs the private key and a
corresponding public key.
(ii) A signing algorithm is given a message and a
private key then produces a signature.
(iii) A signature-verifying algorithm given a message, public key and a signature, either accepts
or rejects the message’s claim to authenticity.
Two main properties of digital signature are required 13 . First, a signature generated from a fixed
message and fixed private key should verify the authenticity of that message by using the corresponding
public key. Secondly, it should be computationally
infeasible to generate a valid signature for a party
who does not possess the private key. By using the
digital signature, the authentication, integrity and nonrepudiation of data can be ensured.
Wireless sensor networks
Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) comprise many
spatially distributed small autonomous devices under
cooperatively monitoring environmental conditions
and sending the collected data to a command centre.
This small device, called a sensor node, consists of
sensor, wireless communication device, small microcontroller and energy source 16 . The WSNs are the
important components of perception layers under the
IoT, being responsible for regional collecting and
monitoring of data. In the past, the WSNs have
been used in both military and civilian applications,
such as battlefield surveillance, habitat monitoring,
healthcare and traffic control. Since WSNs are based
on the wireless networks, they are prone to malicious
attacks on different types of data transmission, or on
small devices, such as impersonating, masquerading,
or interception for misleading purposes. Recently,
the issues of security in the field of the WSNs have
been widely discussed. A number of researchers have
investigated key management schemes and divided
them into different categories 1, 17, 18 , some studies
on the three categories are based on the encryption
techniques and the key establishment mechanism 16 .
The three encryption techniques are symmetric, asymmetric, and hybrid. The symmetric-key schemes are
widely used, as they entail relatively less compuwww.scienceasia.org
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tation complexity. On the other hand, the asymmetric schemes can provide much stronger security
strength, but are considered too computationally expensive, related to the required high calculation and
storage capacity for small devices. This study uses
the arbitrated schemes that belong to symmetric-key
schemes to solve this problem. Arbitrated schemes
of key distributions and key establishment are based
on a trusted entity, including a master key based predistribution scheme 19 , base station participation 20 and
a trusted third node-based scheme 21 . In a master keybased pre-distribution scheme, a master key is predistributed and stored to each sensor in the network.
A pairwise key can be established by using this master
key and a random number exchanged between each
sensor. This scheme has infinite scalability, and each
sensor needs very little memory. But the drawback
is that, if the master key is compromised, all the
pairwise keys are exposed 19 . An improved scheme
has the master key erased after the pairwise keys are
established 22 . In a base station participation process,
each sensor has a share key with the base station;
when two sensors need a pairwise key, the base station
must send the pairwise key encrypted as the shared
keys. This scheme has perfect resilience, but does not
have good scalability 20 . In a trusted third node-based
scheme, the key establishment between two sensor
nodes is based on the common trust of a third node 21 .
THREE-LAYER FRAMEWORK OF THE IoT
This study defines the topology of the IoT: the sink
node (SN) of each region is responsible for the collecting requirement for the cloud service providers and
deals with the sense devices of different services; thus
each service provider may correspond to multi topology architecture. The middleware layer is defined
as authenticating and processing of the cloud data,
manages the private key of the sensors, and stores
the signature of authenticate completion (Fig. 1). In
this study, a three-layer framework of IoT is proposed,
including the application layer, middleware layer and
the perception layer. The proposed framework is
shown in Fig. 2. The application layer can provide
a wide range of network services, such as today’s
internet services and the services of networked smart
objects. The middleware layer performs information
transmission, processing and authentication of data
between the perception layer and the application layer.
The middleware layer entails two parts of the processing: Data Authentication and Data Processing. This
study mainly discusses Data Authentication. Data
Authentication involves three components: Devices
and Services Monitoring Agent (DSMA), Authenti-
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Fig. 1 The topology architecture of the IoT.

cation Centre (AC) and Information Logging (IL).
Through the devices and Services Monitoring Agent
and the Authentication Centre, data are authenticated,
with the signature stored in the Information Logging.
The data are authenticated successfully via the Event
Identification, the Communication Management, the
Policy Management and the Remote Management,
and completed by the middleware layer that uses a
lightweight security mechanism to send data for the
service providers between the application layer and
the middleware layer.
Many scholars have discussed the lightweight
security issues for the cloud computing environment.
In this study, for the environment, the lightweight
security of the cloud may be applied between the
application layer and the middleware layer; thus the
focus is on a proposed lightweight security mechanism between the middleware layer and the perception
layer in the IoT environment.
THE OPERATION FLOW OF LIGHTWEIGHT
SECURITY MECHANISMS
This study applied the concept of the digital signature
to ensure the reliability of data, by using the thirdparty arbitration approach, with the middleware layer
as third-party authentication to ensure data transmission between the source and destination.
Generated KSNi ,MW , KSNi and KAC
In the framework of this study, the perception layer
must make identity authentication through the middleware (MW) layer. Let SNi be the sink node
(SN) identifier i where i > 0. Between the SNi

Fig. 2 The three-layer framework of the IoT.

and MW a session key KSNi ,MW will be generated.
KSNi ,MW is generated by KSNi and KMW , converted
to XOR. The session key function is building a secure
communication channel for SNi and MW because
KSNi may face the risk of being compromised. In
the transmission process, the session key enhances
the security of transmission for SNi and MW. The
devices and services monitoring agent (DSMA) starts
to calculate the private key for SNi of every area
and the authentication centre (AC); via generated
random value of function, using the private key of
DSMA, rDSMA(·) , it generates KSNi and KAC , finally
loading to the sensor node and authentication centre,
respectively.
Authenticate phase

SNi →DSMA:E KSNi , KSNi,MW , [SNi , h(OM)]
DSMA→AC:E KAC ,

[E(KSNi , KSNi ,MW , [SNi , h(OM)]), TS]
SNi collected the original message (OM) through
the hash function h(·) to be converted to a fixedlength message digest h(OM). It then used the private
key of SNi , KSNi , and session key KSNi ,MW to
encrypt a signature that was transferred to DSMA
of MW and AC performed authentication. DSMA
executed authentication of the first phase KSNi and
KSNi ,MW , verifying the identity of SNi . Then
DSMA sends that verified message to AC; AC used
KAC obtain the plaintext of SNi , and stores
the

signature E KSNi , KSNi ,MW , [SNi , h(OM)] and the
timestamp (TS) in the information logging (IL). The
plaintext data are delivered to the subroutine of the
MW layer that processes the data.
www.scienceasia.org
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by the middleware layer. (2.1) SNi active sends out
the requirements for transferring the data SNi,areq to
DSMA with KSNi . (2.2) DSMA authenticates the
identity of SNi ; if the identity is correct, it then
returns a new KSNi and KMW . The subsequent
authentication process of (2.3) to (2.6) and (1.2) to
(1.5) is the same (Fig. 3).
CONCLUSIONS

Fig. 3 Process of the data authentication.

Process of authentication
The authentication process has two scenarios: (1) the
service provider or DSMA sends out a probe message
to collect data, (2) SNi collects urgent data that must
be immediately undergo DSMA authentication and be
transmitted to the service provider. (1.1a) When the
service providers need the data of devices from the
perception layer, a notification message via DSMA
can be sent to SNi , DSMA provides the requirements
to the service provider y sends out requirements for
the data collection SRy in the notification message.
KSNi is a new private key generated via DSMA that
replaces the original KSNi . Furthermore, the session
key KSNi ,MW is generated via KMW and the original
KSNi is converted to XOR. (1.1b) DSMA requests
the regional SNi to send the data periodically. Thus
DSMA sends a probe message to ask SNi to transfer
the data, DSMApro ; DSMA writes KMW into the
notification message, and the session key KSNi ,MW
is generated via KMW and original KSNi converted to
XOR. (1.2) After SNi collects OM which, through the
hash function, is converted to a fixed-length message
digest h(OM), and returns an authenticated KSNi and
KSNi ,MW is sent to DSMA. (1.3) DSMA uses KAC
to encrypt data of SNi again and send authenticated
KSNi , KSNi ,MW and TS to AC. (1.4a) AC will match
KAC , KSNi and KSNi ,MW ; if correct, then it stores
the

signature E KSNi , KSNi ,MW , [SNi , h(OM)] and the
TS in the IL. And (1.4b) returns an updated message
for the AC private key, ACKreq . Finally (1.5a) and
(1.5b) will be updated private keys with SNi and
AC (Fig. 3). SNi active sends out the requirements
for transferring the data. In addition to periodic
collected data under the IoT environment, when the
sensor device discovers unreasonable data, they are
immediately transferred for analysis and processing
www.scienceasia.org

This study proposed architecture for arbitrated digital
signature with symmetric encryption to transfer data
between the perception layer and the middleware
layer. The private keys of SNi and AC use DSMA
to generate, and add KSNi ,MW to ensure the integrity
of data, verifiability of identity and non-repudiation.
The transmission generates the signature and the
timestamp that are then stored in the information
logging of the middleware layer in order to prove
the trustworthiness of the data. Since this study only
proposes a lightweight security mechanism between
the perception layer and the middleware layer, in
future work, we will analyse and discuss the security
issues between the application layer and middleware
according to the existing lightweight security mechanisms for cloud computing, and propose improved
methods and applications for the IoT environment.
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